
 
Location 
First floor, Curiosity zone exhibition  
 

In a nutshell 
Experience the effect on your perception of a visit to our 
leaning lounge where things aren’t as they seem. 
 

What to do 
Visit via the entrance at the left of the exhibit, using the handrails to help. Read the signs within the lounge and make 
observations. Take a seat on the bench at the top of the lounge and look around the room to feel the full effect. If the leaning 
lounge makes you feel too disorientated or nauseous exit using the guide rails and the effect will only be temporary. 
 

Time Required 
KS3 & KS4 2-3 minutes per student. 
 

What’s happening? 
Being in the leaning lounge can be quite disorientating for some. The room has been designed specifically so that even though the 
floor is at an angle rather than flat the furniture and decorations in the lounge are not parallel to the floor but angled as you would 
expect them to be if the floor was flat. This difference is  giving your brain mixed messages as you are feeling the pull of gravity 
down the slope but visually you are seeing what you would expect which can cause disorientation and in some cases nausea. 
 

Curriculum links 

KS3 Science - Forces 

 forces as pushes or pulls, arising from the interaction between two objects 
Science - Balanced forces 

 opposing forces and equilibrium: weight held by stretched spring or supported on a compressed surface 
Science - Forces and motion 

 forces being needed to cause objects to stop or start moving, or to change their speed or direction of motion 
(qualitative only) 

English - Spoken  

 using  Standard English confidently in a range of formal and informal contexts, including classroom discussion 

KS4 Science - Forces and their interactions 

 recall examples of ways in which objects interact: by gravity, electrostatics, magnetism and by contact (including 
normal contact force and friction), and describe how such examples involve interactions between pairs of 
objects which produce a force on each object; represent such forces as vectors 

 describe examples of the forces acting on an isolated solid object or system; describe, using free body 
diagrams, examples where several forces lead to a resultant force on an object and the special case of 
balanced forces when the resultant force is zero (qualitative only) 

Psychology 
The Brain and Neuropsychology  

 the basic actions of the brain and the nervous system, what neurons and synapses are, and how they interact 
Perception   

 explanations of sensation and perception, including the Direct Theory of Perception (Gibson) and the 
Constructivist Theory of Perception (Gregory) 

 monocular and binocular depth cues, visual cues, visual illusions, and visual constancies, and the reasons for 
these 

 perceptual set and the effects of the following factors on perception: motivation, expectation, emotion, and 
culture 

English - Spoken 

 listening to and building on the contributions of others, asking questions to clarify and inform, and challenging 
courteously when necessary 

 
Relates to:  

Workshops & Theme Days Shows Trails Other exhibits 

 The Force of Attraction (KS3 & KS4)  Boggling Brains (KS3 & KS4)  

 Cafe wall illusion 

 Divided self 

 Push over 

 Richard’s study 


